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The first section of this work is a general review of some of the researches undertaken by the first Europeans who entered the Pacific and
who readily perceived the contacts and cultural connections between Asia and Australia, South America and even Africa. The central
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chapters review the archaeology and associated references in South America with parallels included where appropriate from Asia and more
usually with the Ancient Middle East. This section concentrates more on the Inca Origin myths as well as the many references in myth and
legend showing that there must have been mariner contacts between Asia and South America probably over 5000 years before the arrival of
the Europeans. The middle to last chapters deal with the many parallel cultural aspects that are reflected in the Near Middle East that are
most likely the result of this cross-Pacific transfer through Oceania to South America that appear in the available archaeological and
iconographical record as well as the evidence preserved in the local oral traditions in myths and legends where applicable.
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The Maya are held up as the supreme apogee of indigenous Amerindian peoples in Central America - but is that true? Why are the imagery,
deity, hero and god names so remarkably similar to that in Ancient India? The Pacific Ocean equatorial currents provide direct marine
highways from Asia direct to central America and the Maya and vice versa. This book provides comparative aspects of archaeology,
iconography, mythology and available history that focuses on Palenque where the architecture, sculpture, architectural construction and
design are unusual even for the Maya to show that they relate directly, and certainly originates, from many examples in India. The supreme
iconographical monument from the Maya civilisation is thought by many to be Pacal's Funerary Slab at Palenque and this is shown to reflect
this same iconography originating in India but assimilated into the finest achievement of Mesoamerican civilisation.
In Discovering the Mysteries of Ancient America, the author of The Atlantis Encyclopedia turns his sextant towards this hemisphere. Here is a
collection of the most controversial articles selected from seventy issues of the infamous Ancient American magazine. They range from the
discovery of Roman relics in Arizona and California's Chinese treasure, to Viking rune-stones in Minnesota and Oklahoma and the
mysterious religions of ancient Americans.
Could the story of mankind be far older than we have previously believed? Using tools as varied as archaeo-astronomy, geology, and
computer analysis of ancient myths, Graham Hancock presents a compelling case to suggest that it is. “A fancy piece of historical sleuthing .
. . intriguing and entertaining and sturdy enough to give a long pause for thought.”—Kirkus Reviews In Fingerprints of the Gods, Hancock
embarks on a worldwide quest to put together all the pieces of the vast and fascinating jigsaw of mankind’s hidden past. In ancient
monuments as far apart as Egypt’s Great Sphinx, the strange Andean ruins of Tihuanaco, and Mexico’s awe-inspiring Temples of the Sun
and Moon, he reveals not only the clear fingerprints of an as-yet-unidentified civilization of remote antiquity, but also startling evidence of its
vast sophistication, technological advancement, and evolved scientific knowledge. A record-breaking number one bestseller in Britain,
Fingerprints of the Gods contains the makings of an intellectual revolution, a dramatic and irreversible change in the way that we understand
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our past—and so our future. And Fingerprints of God tells us something more. As we recover the truth about prehistory, and discover the real
meaning of ancient myths and monuments, it becomes apparent that a warning has been handed down to us, a warning of terrible cataclysm
that afflicts the Earth in great cycles at irregular intervals of time—a cataclysm that may be about to recur. “Readers will hugely enjoy their
quest in these pages of inspired storytelling.”—The Times (UK)
'Brilliantly evoked' SUNDAY TIMES Discover the first medieval adventure in the action-packed Chivalry series! Perfect for fans of Bernard
Cornwell, Simon Scarrow and Conn Iggulden. September, 1356. Poitiers. The greatest knights of the age were ready to give battle. On the
English side, Edward, the Black Prince, who'd earned his spurs at Crecy. On the French side, the King and his son, the Dauphin. With 12,000
knights. And then there is William Gold. A cook's boy - the lowest of the low - who had once been branded as a thief. William dreams of being
a knight, but in this savage new world of intrigue, betrayal and greed, first he must learn to survive. As rapacious English mercenaries plunder
a country already ravaged by plague, and the peasantry take violent revenge against the French knights who have failed to protect them, is
chivalry any more than a boyish fantasy? 'A sword-slash above the rest' IRISH EXAMINER 'One of the finest writers of historical fiction in the
world' BEN KANE
A handbook of Atlantean information for general readers and specialists alike! This is an invaluable, one-of-a-kind reference. Unlike most
other books on the subject, The Atlantis Encyclopedia offers fewer theories and more facts. Although it does not set out to prove the sunken
capital actually existed, The Atlantis Encyclopedia musters so much evidence on its behalf, even skeptics may conclude that there must be at
least something factual behind such an enduring, indeed global legend. You'll learn: What was Atlantis? Where was it located? How long ago
did it flourish? How was it destroyed? What became of its survivors? Have any remains of Atlantis ever been found? Will Atlantis ever be
found? Did Atlantis have any impact on America?
Africa -- a mysterious continent? In ancient times Africa was not the mysterious date continent of more recent legend but a land known to be
of promise and a destination that Asians migrations, and European refugees, resorted to during the onset of the Ice Age and later over
millennia. A more complete history of Saharan Africa could be called a History of the Greater Fertile Crescent! Archaeology and DNA -Recent archaeology and now DNA indicates ancient long-term intrusions from Western Asia and Anatolia in particular that contradict many
respected archaeologists declarations that are often contrived and politically compromised. These are often promoted by, or reflected in
ignoring the analytical and scientific evidence or through manipulation of diagrams or maps in an effort to detach and deflect the attention
from Asians influences into Africa. The origins of Zimbabwe are from the first foundations are chronologically in India, Indonesia and Arabia.
Their intrusion is proven by recent DNA analyses! In the present generation archaeological evidence has more usually been deliberately
obscures and even ignores the evidence built up over recent generations and particularly Asian contacts that led to the building of Zimbabwe
and other sites. Traditional myths, legends and material culture of many tribal units exhibit Asian influence as well as European in migrations
together with their related cattle culture. Eurasian contacts over millennia is indicated by DNA evidence presented in the last decade or so -more specifically represented by that more famously of the Lemba investigating their claim of origins from the Jewish enclaves in Yemen and
the Israelite Cohanim.
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